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A: As I suggested in my comment above, there are two options here. I do not recommend overwriting the browser cache as you
can accidentally end up overwriting your code. Option 1: Optimize: Make sure there are no white spaces between the html and

css code; Make sure there are no white spaces at the end of each line. Make sure you're not using a plug-in such as HTML5
Boilerplate; If you're using a WordPress theme with a child theme, make sure that the CSS is the same; Check the.png,.jpeg,
etc, and make sure they aren't being downloaded twice; Option 2: Minify (with Grunt): Check to make sure you're not using a

plugin such as HTML5 Boilerplate; Ensure all the plugins you use are up to date; Check your.js files to see if they're being
cached twice; Make sure you're not using any themes/plug-ins that are being cached by the browser as the cache is not a very
reliable way to store and/or reload your code; If this is not causing your problem, check to see if it's caused by another plugin

(which might be just a browser caching issue); Q: why can't I call a object's method inside a method in C++? I'm trying to find a
way to use a C++ list or vector class as a stack. I came across this, which appears to be a pretty good implementation of a Stack

(std::stack). While I was fiddling around to see if I could just make use of it, I noticed that I couldn't instantiate it and call its
methods. Basically, this does not compile: #include #include int main() { std::list tmpStack; std::stack theStack;

theStack.push(tmpStack.back()); } I get this error: error: 'tmpStack' was not declared in this scope
theStack.push(tmpStack.back()); ^ How can I use a list object as a stack, without running into this problem? Edit:
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